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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we provide evidence that analysis of student interaction with webbased pedagogical tools in a large partly-flipped CS1 class can be used for early detection of
at-risk students. We used student interaction data to estimate five learning style features:
engagement, learning speed, confidence, drive, and persistence. We found a positive
correlation between final course grades and two of the features of student learning style:
engagement and learning speed. Drive and persistence were not good predictors of student
success but did provide lower bounds on overall course performance. Confidence was a
poor predictor of overall course performance. This kind of analysis provided a more timely
and nuanced view of student learning styles than can be obtained from traditional
summative assessments and this data could allow for early detection of at-risk students in
an introductory programming course.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we report on two web-based classroom pedagogical tools (TeachBack
and Spinoza) that we used to partially flip a large CS1 class teaching Java programming to
novices. TeachBack is an in-classroom web application designed to facilitate various
pedagogical interactions for the instructor and students. It is designed to facilitate
interactions such as students giving feedback to the instructor, formative assessments, inclass discussions and assistance through back-channel forums. It also provides statistics on
student performance in formative assessments and participation. The application is a
redesigned newer version of `The Affective Tutor'[6] with added functionality. TeachBack
provides three major tools:
• iResponder is a light-weight `clicker' tool for formative assessments which allows the
instructor to easily create questions as well as summarize and grade students’
responses.
• Forum is a back-channel supervised discussion forum where students can post
questions and ideas to the entire class or interact privately with the instructors and
TAs. This is an avenue for students to get individualized help without having to ask the
instructor and interrupt the class.
• Feedback is a feature that provides a way for students to give affective and cognitive
feedback to the instructor throughout an activity or lecture. By default, TeachBack
offers three feedback sentiment choices, Engaged, Bored, and Confused plus an optional
50-character comment.
Spinoza [1] is a web-based Java IDE that has been designed to help novice programmers
develop competence in Java coding in a flipped classroom. It has two main features:

SpinozaHomework introduces students to Test Driven Development by providing them
a problem, some initial code and a suite of unit tests, some of which are randomly
generated each time the program is run.
• SpinozaExercise is a lightweight version of SpinozaHomework that does not provide the
automatic unit testing, but can be used to create in-class coding problems on-the-fly to
test student understanding of newly introduced concepts.
These tools enable a wide variety of active learning pedagogies and provide a deep, realtime, and nuanced view of student performance and interactions in the class. We
discovered, while analyzing the data after the course was complete, that there were several
interesting correlations between the way students interacted with these tools and various
measures of student performance.
•

RELATED WORK
Flipped classrooms have been shown to improve learning outcomes by promoting
deeper understanding and greater retention of material [2, 11, 5] without having to cover
less material [9]. Adopting these new pedagogies, however, requires additional effort on
both the teaching and learning sides. Students need to adapt to covering the content on
their own before class, and teachers need to embrace the role of being a coach in the
classroom, using techniques that engage the students directly in the content.
Think/Pair/Share exercises [8] in flipped classrooms provide various forms of active
assessment activities by allowing students to work on activities, first individually, then in
pairs or small groups and finally as a whole class. This technique allows students to actively
assess their learning by trying to solve a problem, reflecting on their learning with a peer
and receiving immediate feedback from others in the class. Active learning methods such as
Think/Pair/Share can be scaled to larger class sizes when one makes use of computermediated communication [10] such as clickers, backchannel forums and other tools that
support student-student and student-teacher online communication.
TeachBack and Spinoza were developed to facilitate interactive classroom activities
such as individual and cooperative formative assessments [3]. In this paper, we show that
they provide an additional unforeseen advantage - the analysis of student interactions with
these tools provides a deep insight into student learning styles and this knowledge can help
us predict which students may do poorly in the class.
METHODOLOGY
During the fall semester in 2014, we taught an Introduction to Programming in Java
class which had a total of 284 students, divided into two roughly equal sections, each
meeting three times a week for 50 minutes. In this class, we employed an active learning
style of pedagogy. The two sections of the class were taught using the same interactive
pedagogy where each class meeting started with pre-class assigned readings and a
mandatory reading reflection or short quiz due before class. The 50-minute class sessions
were composed of 3-5 interactive activities including short lectures, written feedback from
students, clicker-based formative assessments, and coding challenges, often using a
Think/Pair/Share methodology [8]. TeachBack and Spinoza were used in almost every
class to facilitate these activities and communications between the instructor and the
students.

All student interactions with TeachBack and Spinoza were recorded in a database.
This data was then combined with traditional grade book information including scores on
homeworks, quizzes and responses to four surveys administered throughout the semester.
For this study, we looked for features of student interaction that were correlated with
overall performance in the course. Rather than use the letter grade, we measure overall
course performance with an uncurved final course score that combines quiz scores,
homework scores and participation. A score under 60% indicates a poor performance in
the course and our goal was to seek student interaction data from the TeachBack and
Spinoza tools that would help us identify students in danger of doing poorly in the class as
early as possible so that some intervention could be taken.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Engagement and Performance
The simplest measure of engagement in a course is whether students are attending
class and participating. We calculated each student’s total engagement by adding three
quantities: (1) the number of questions attempted in iResponder, whether they were
answered correctly or incorrectly, (2) the total number of feedback responses, and (3) the
total number of forum posts and comments. Our first result is that total participation in
TeachBack is positively correlated
with final course score. The data is
plotted in Figure 1 together with a
trend-line. This measure could be
helpful in predicting which
students might be at-risk, since we
can observe that all students who
performed poorly in the class
(with a course score under 60%)
had a participation level under 60.
Students were required to answer
at least half of all iResponder
questions and their participation
accounted for 10% of their final
course grade so we would expect
at least a little correlation between participation and course grade.
Learning Speed and Performance
The next measure we studied was how quickly students could assimilate new
knowledge, which was measured as the sum of all iResponder points. The iResponder data
provides a formative assessment which is a rough measure of the initial level of student
understanding. Since iResponder questions are graded (typically on a 0-2 scale), the sum of
all of their iResponder points over the semester gives a measure that combines
participation and formative assessment of initial levels of understanding.
Since iResponder questions were often asked as soon as a new concept was
introduced, one would not expect a perfect correspondence between this formative

measure and the summative measures used to calculate the overall course grade. We
found however, that total iResponder points, as a proxy for learning speed, is strongly
correlated with overall
performance in the course.
Figure 2 shows a plot of total
iResponder points versus
uncurved final course score.
This plot shows that
performance in formative
assessments is even more
strongly correlated to the final
course score than engagement
and this indicates that fast
learners tend to do better in
the course and all students
who did poorly had under 40
iResponder points. It could be
that students who score high
on total iResponder points are those students who are being challenged in their Zone of
Proximal Development [12]. These findings demonstrate that student performance and
initial understanding in class can roughly predict their overall learning and grades.
Confidence and Performance
A third measure that one might think could predict performance is student
confidence which we measure as the student self-assessed level of confusion when first
encountering new topics. One might think that students who feel they are often confused
in class would be in danger of doing poorly. To get a measure of self-assessed initial
confusion, we examined all
student feedback responses and
summed them with each confused
response counted as -1 and each
bored or engaged response
counted as 1. Figure 3 contains a
scatter plot of confidence versus
course grade and we can see that
the R2 level is very low at 0.02
which indicates that the
correlation is very weak. Indeed,
we can see that the students with
very low confidence levels are not
the students who did poorly in the
class. At-risk students seem to be
overconfident in their level of understanding [7]. The students who were most confused,
generally did fairly well in the course and we suspect this might be due to imposter
syndrome where students who do not fit the cultural stereotype underestimate their ability
[4].

Drive and Performance
One way to measure student drive in this CS1 class is to count the number of
SpinozaExercise problems they attempt. This includes both in-class coding activities as well
as optional activities completed at home in preparation for each of the four quizzes. We
found a very slight positive correlation between the total number of problems a student
attempted and their course
grade. This is shown in Figure 4.
Persistence and Performance
Another feature of student
commitment to the course is their
persistence, which can be
estimated by measuring the
amount of time they continue to
invest in challenging problems.
One advantage of requiring
students to use Spinoza for their
coding is that we have a record of
each version of the code they
developed rather than just the
final product which is typically all
that an instructor receives in a traditional CS1 course. To measure persistence, we look at
the average number of attempts that a student makes on SpinozaHomework problems by
measuring the average number of times they press the Run button to compile and run their
problem code. Figure 5 shows the relationship between course grade and persistence (i.e.
average number of attempts for homeworks completed with the SpinozaHomework tool).
Most students make between 2
and 7 attempts on each
problem. The students who do
well in the course (course grade
> 90%) are able to solve the
problems with a reasonable
effort. Likewise, the students
who do poorly (course grade <
60%) also expend at most a
moderate effort, but then
usually give up without
completing the problems. The
students in the mid-range (6090%) tend to put in more effort
per problem and a few near the
bottom of the acceptable range
expend a great deal of effort
with an average of up to 30 attempts on each problem, indicating a high level of
persistence. The students who have the highest number of attempts per problem tend to be

in the high C range (near 70), working hard, not understanding fully, but not failing. The atrisk students tend to have a very low number of attempts per problem, perhaps because
they give up out of frustration before completing the problem. One interesting observation
here is that that persistence, as measured here, provides a lower bound for homework and
course grade which suggest that if we can increase persistence in at-risk students that they
can do well on homework problems.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study has shown that there are several strong correlations between the way
students interact with the tools TeachBack and Spinoza and their overall performance in
the course. Moreover, selected measurements provide proxies for student features that are
difficult to measure through standard summative assessment means. We suspect that by
monitoring student interactions with these tools, one might be able to detect the students
who are in danger of doing poorly as soon as they start to have trouble in the course, and
well before the standard summative measures such as quiz and homework scores indicate
a problem. In a class where TeachBack and Spinoza are used everyday this would provide a
sensitive, early-warning system to help direct TA resources towards students that would
benefit from the extra support. We intend to add these detection features to the next
versions of TeachBack and Spinoza and test these hypotheses in a future class.
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